
The Problem:
Hi there,

I've been trying to track down an air conditioning fault. With the air con 
switched on, temperature control to minimum, the compressor clutch won't 
operate.

I know the compressor clutch is OK because it worked fine from an external 12VDC 
supply. The supply to the clutch was tested, but completely dead.

I've checked fuse number 9 (compressor fuse) and that was OK.

What to try next? Is there a relay soemwhere for this clutch? Anyone know where 
to find it?

I'd be most grateful for any ideas.

The POSSIBLE Answers:

1) It probably needs the gas topping up.
2) It wont work below a certain temp. Somewhere around 4 degrees.
3) I would top up your air con first to see what happens, but it does sound like 
you got an air con condenser problem. 

A very usefull post:

First of all DO NOT GO SLOSHING ANY GAS INTO THE SYSTEM YET. If the fault is not 
"low gas" then randomly sloshing more in will potentially / almost certainly 
give rise to "High Pressure" faults (HP). Or if you have lost your gas and no 
leak has been found and remedied then the same will happen again.

1) On the later Multis (our original shape '53 plate included) for certain the 
temp sensor fitted to the external mirror has got to read 6'C or more, or as 
already been stated it won't allow the compressor to engage to prevent icing up 
the evaporator. Put your hand on it until the dash shows 6'C or greater, then 
try again.

2) Avoid running the compressor using the direct 12v supply to clutch, because 
if it has lost all of its gas, it is also likely that it has lost its oil too, 
and you then run the risk of internal mechanical failure. In air con & 
refrigeration systems the oil is carried around with the gas.

3) Identitfy the pipes to & from the compressor, mounted on one or both (I'll 
have to look to be sure) there will be a gas pressure switch(es) one for HP one 
for LP. Remove the electrical connector, check for 12v coming down the line, and 
test continuity through the switch(es). The system having been idle for some 
time, assuming adequate gas you will get continuity. If no continuity you may 
indeed have no gas or it might be a switch failure.

Quite often with A/C gas leaks you do get signs of oil staining/leakage too.

Check all threaded connections, also check the crimped fittings where rubber 
hose enters metal fittings, also we have had the condensor holed by flying 
stones. Leaks at the threaded connectors are often the result of a twenty pence 
'O'ring failing.

Ref the use of leak checker dye added to the refridgerant, good though it is, 
you still need to be able to get a clear look at the area, which if it's the 
evaporator way up in the depths behind dash then its not easy.

Another slightly less common source of leaks is the compressor drive shaft seal 



failing, seen by oil marking/leaking in behind the compressor clutch.

The reply to the above:

Well I've just located the HP and LP connection ports (one large and on small - 
the smaller fitting is a nice fit onto my gas recharging set). By pressing down 
on the shraeder type valves, I can confirm that there is absolutly NO PRESSURE 
in either the LP or HP side.

I can see from your explanation that without refrigerant (and therfore 
lubricant) the compressor won't be allowed to "clutch in" and run dry.

The previous owner did a "re-gas" this summer, so it looks like I've got a 
serious leak somewhere - probably costly to fix.

I think I'll defer any more A/C investigations until the summer and concentrate 
on other problem areas for now.

In the summer I guess I could try some of that flourescent dye refigerant to 
help track down the leak.

Thanks everyone for some very useful input. This has saved me a lot of wasted 
effort.

Conclusion?
Well sadly none was found at the time but the above info is a good guide as to 
what to look out for...


